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What is IoT Edge Computing?

No matter the industry in which you operate — retail, healthcare, manufacturing, education, telecommunications, or anything else — the work you do is increasingly being facilitated by IoT edge computing. This essentially means that you are using Internet of Things (IoT) applications or IoT devices, otherwise known as smart devices, that collect, send, and receive data. These devices could be anything from sensors on machines or people to smartboards to any piece of hardware in your work environment that is connected to the internet or your IT network.
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TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Now Available!
Vertiv™ Liebert® ITA2 UPS in 30 and 40 kVA!

The Vertiv™ Liebert® ITA2 offers best-in-class efficiency of up to 96.3% and is ideal for various deployments, whether it’s for automation control systems, IT racks and precision instruments to small-sized control rooms, and among other edge applications.

LEARN MORE

What’s Your Edge?

IN THE NEWS

Vertiv Recognized as 2022 Company of the Year by Frost & Sullivan in the Asia-Pacific Data Center Power Solutions Industry

Vertiv has been recognized as Asia-Pacific Data Center Power Solutions Industry 2022 Company of the Year by Frost & Sullivan. The award recognizes companies that exemplify visionary innovation, market-leading performance, and unmatched customer care.
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VERTIV INSIGHTS

Data Center Design | Modern Data Center Best Practices

While designing data centers is no easy task and will require a significant investment of time and resources to get the details right for your specific facility, there are some fundamental data center design best practices that apply to any design-build undertaking. Use these guidelines to build a framework for your project’s success.
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Data Center Infrastructure | Build Your IT Backbone

Data center infrastructure, sometimes called IT infrastructure, refers to the physical hardware, equipment, and devices found inside a data center that enable digital business operations. These days, modern data centers come in many varieties including core data centers or critical facilities and increasingly, edge data centers that extend IT networks closer to end users. Many companies also use colocation facilities that handle the data center needs of multiple companies or cloud data centers.
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SERVICE SPOTLIGHT

Data Center Energy Optimization Services

Vertiv is offering Energy Optimization Program service for data centres and computer rooms that provides verified kWh energy reductions.
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